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                            1. Rubric for Genetic Disorder Brochure                         
Exceeds Achieves Applies Begins

4 3 2 1
layout sections in clear context, use

of images, text, data, and
white space, very readable

sections structured,
information is complete

but is mostly text

some information
missing, mostly single

media

little or no flow to
brochure

genetics gene marker, locus, test,
statistics, history

gene locus, statistics gene locus no information

physiology diagnosis, symptoms,
progression of disorder,

variability

symptoms, diagnosis symptoms little or no
information

treatment past, present, future options
and alternatives

present alternatives one treatment listed no listing

references all images, data, support
services sourced and

addressed

images cited some citations no citations or
attribution

support and
advice

complete, accurate
references

some citations one citation no citations or
attribution

policy insurance, legislation,
discrimination

insurance considerations insurance
considerations

no mention
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          2.   Rubric for PowerPoint Presentation on Genetic Disorder                
Exceeds Achieves Applies Begins

4 3 2 1
slide layout clear, consistent, uses

images and headlines
effectively, mixes media

consistent layout, not
overbusy

consistent layout spotty layout or
overreliance on

bells and whistles

physiology images, symptoms,
progression of disorder

images, symptoms symptoms little or no
information

testing and
diagnosis

specifics of test, accuracy specific test general reference to
test

no information

genetics marker, locus, gene
expression, sequence

locus, sequence locus no information

populations data about at risk
populations

described at risk
populations

description no information

treatment past, present, future
alternatives

present alternatives,
some mention of future

present treatment no information

for more
information

clear references some references generic reference no information
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                3. Rubric for Legislative Debate and Writing Assignment             
Exceeds Achieves Applies Begins

4 3 2 1
presentation clear, concise, ordered,

articulate, comprehensive
clear, organized addresses issue little or no relation

to actual issue

background
research

understands ins and outs of
issues

appears to understand
issue

gets basic thrust of
issue

little or no
command of issue

ethical basis
for position

grounded  in an ethical
construct

shows sense of ethical
grounding

little sense of ethical
basis

little or no sense

sense of
alternatives

considers other positions and
finds room for compromise

considers other opinions acknowledges other
opinions

no sense of other
alternatives

historical
context

shows understanding of
discovery and political and

medical history

addresses discovery and
medical history

mentions historical
aspect

no mention

takes into
account

other issues

addresses connections to
other legislation, public

debate

some connection to
larger issues

mention of other
issues

no mention


